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Lash Box
NEXT GENERATION OF LASHES…

- No more old fashion glues 
 
- No magnetit ( magnetic lashes) 
 
- No more water ( water and smudge proof) 

- No allergenic ingredients, like normal eyelash glues have. 
 
- No methenamin, Formaldehyd  
 
- No acrylate (cyanoakrylate, polyisocyanate)  
 
- No natural rubber 
 
- No latex  



 

Youre Beautiful Everyday 



 

What is it and how does it work?
Lash Box is the next generation of Volume Eye Lashes.  
The innovating Lash Liner is the big secret, where all classic glue - magnets etc. has 
been removed and replaced with our special blend of polymers, that makes our 
customized special eyelash attach firmly to the eyelids, making them last until being 
removed intentionally. 
 
Lash Box has been made with 3 diffrent styles to fit all styles and persons. 
 
Classic Lashes - for everyday use, which adds that extra volume to your look 

Date Lashes - as the name indicates…when you want to stand out and show the 
most beautiful side of yourself. 
 
Party Lashes - for the evenings - the parties - the dancing - late nights. 



 

Lash Box - Lash Liner
 
The secret behind the product line is this. The Lash Liner! 
 
By combing 2 worlds - the “glue effect” from old fashion false eyelashes and the 
eyeliner from makeup, we have created the perfect tool that is easy and fast to use. 
 
Colors and are easy to use as a normal eyeliner. The spear head makes it easy to draw, 
does not clod and are smudge & water proof. 
Can be used also as a stand alone product and is gently on the skin and eyes. 



 

Lash Box - Eye Lashes
By using the best quality, these handmade fiber eye lashes can be reused again and 
again. They are created to fit perfectly with the Lash Liner and will have a longlasting 
effect without irritations for skin or eye. 
They are lightweight and comfortable and can be cut and styled to fit perfectly to every 
eye. 
With these beauties, you can’t feel the diffrent between Lash Box lashes and your own 
natural lashes. 



 

Lash Box - Tweezer
Customized eyelash tweezer that makes the application of the eyelashes 
fare more precise, fast and easy.    
Made with special form for the thumb, for better control. 



 

Lash Box - Remover
These innovating cotton swab are created to remove the Lash liner nice 
and easy. The cotton swab makes it easy to target the area you want to 
remove makeup / Lash liner from.  
There are 20 Lash Box Removers in a bag, 
which are filled with cleaning liquid. 
Simply break the part where the blue line is 
indicated. Hold the Lash Box Remover swab 
vertically, until the liquid flaws down to the 
white part. 
Now, swipe over the area you would like to 
clean.  
Nice and easy  



 

Lash Box - Kit
Complete kits with all you need! 

Choose between the Classic Kit - Date Kit or the awesome Party Kit. 

Inside you will find: 
Eyelashes 
Tweezer 
Lash Liner 
 



 

Lash Box - Marketing
Poster

Instagram



Your beautiful everyday


